For Continuous Delivery

Smart Suite for DevOps

Gain visibiltiy over the pipeline
Designed for use with infrastructure, virtualisation,
middleware, applications and cloud, MintPress gives
you full control of the delivery pipeline, and full visibility
for all team members from Dev to Ops.

Design, build & deploy in minutes
It can take months to build and deliver just one
complex Oracle environment, but time isn’t the only
issue.
Building complex environments requires hundreds of
tedious process repetitions. If done manually, the risk of
human error is high, leading to defects, instability and
inconsistencies that can cause failure in production.
MintPress, one of 2 products in the EnvironMint Suite
for DevOps, automates the design, build and deploy
functions to minimise the risk of human error and
achieve Continuous Delivery.
With an intuitive user interface, MintPress lets you
achieve what used to be impossible: complex,
consistent environments built and delivered in hours
not months.

Achieve DevOps
ENVIRONMINT

MintPress Self Service Catalog
MintPress lets you:

• Simplify design of complex Oracle environments –
via a powerful metadata-driven interface

• Access a new ‘Self Service’ Catalog of Oracle

technologies or integrated environments – so you
can build identical business assets with one click

• Clone and extend your environment templates – or
build from scratch quickly

• Seamlessly deploy topologies to any platform – be
it on-premise, in the cloud or a hybrid

• Validate configurations before you build them – so
you can fix defects or inconsistencies quickly

MintPress

• Automate deployments of application releases
• Manage your topology versions more easily – with
fewer staff

• Foster closer collaboration between Dev and Ops –
through use of a common interface.

Continuous Delivery aims to ensure rapid, reliable and
repeatable delivery of new software, updates and fixes,
and automation is the critical factor.
DevOps aims to foster closer collaboration between
Dev and Ops teams, and automation is vital here too.
MintPress is a central automation platform that lets
you achieve Continuous Delivery and DevOps through
delivery of high quality, complex Oracle environments,
easily and cost effectively, in-house.

“

Once we started building environments on a
massive scale, we had to redefine the roles of many
of our contractors.
The good part is that our partners readily adopted
Limepoint’s technology once they saw the benefits.”

Brad Kirby

Program Manager, AusBank*

* We have changed the names where clients wish to remain anonymous. They are available directly for reference by genuine prospects, in due course.

www.limepoint.com

info@limepoint.com

Gain control over build
orchestration
MintPress is a central build orchestration engine for
Continuous Delivery, which increases control and
reduces risk.

“

It wasn’t just about speed. We wanted
controlled, self-contained delivery, with the
peace of mind of easy roll back. Everything
had to support our risk appetite.”

Phil Horton,

Program Director, MaxGroup*

Choose what the leaders use
The EnvironMint Suite for DevOps is the choice for the
most diverse and complex Oracle deployments in
Finance, Government, Education, Transport and Retail.
Contact us to learn more about EnvironMint and
its advanced automation products, MintPress for
MintPress Topology Builder
MintPress lets you:

• Execute sequenced build steps – from a single

Continuous Delivery and DriftGuard for Continuous
Operation.

			

dashboard

• Identify and fix issues at each step of delivery
• Monitor real-time job activity and logs – and adjust
quickly and easily

• Run, re-run or roll back parts or all of the build –
without impact on business operation

• Store your build configurations in a central repository
– for audit, quality assurance and improved
governance

• Harvest all configuration settings – for fast, accurate
cloning of existing environments.
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